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注意事項：1.答案一律寫在答案紙上，如未依規定書寫不予計分。 
2.本試題為雙面印製，作答時不必抄題，請注意題號請仔細檢查後作答。

3.配分方式：每題2分，共100分。 

I. Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.  
1. The ______ for driving without fastening the seat belt is NT$3000. 

(  penalty   refund   solution   spend) 
2. You should inform your doctor of any allergies you have when they ______ medicine for you. 

(  subscribe   prescribe  describe   inscribe) 
3. The innocent are often ______ by the unscrupulous.   

(  decorated   deceived   described   descended) 
4. I can’t find my book. I probably ______ it somewhere. 

(  mistaken   misplaced   miscounted   miscalculated) 
5. ______ indicate that Social Security benefits constitute the main source of income for retired Americans who are over 

sixty-five years of age. 
(  Official   Stocks   Surveys   Geometers) 

6. Teen violence is usually not just a familial issue. It is often a ______ issue.  
(  network   enigma   prevalent   societal) 

7. This psychological case for forgiveness is ______ persuasive. 
(  intentionally   attentively   overwhelmingly   absent-mindedly) 

8. Spending time reading newspapers and other ______ is a good way to keep up with current events. 
( classified  comics   economics  periodicals) 

9. The quake insurance isn’t mandatory although most banks ______ that their mortgage loan debtors take up such precautionary 
policies.  

(  prepare   require   command   respond) 
10. If violence in a city is escalating, this means it is ______. 

(  staying the same   increasing   decreasing   happening in new ways) 
11. We use laughter to communicate, ______ words, sounds, and body language. 

(  otherwise   in terms of   in addition to   regardless of) 
12. The global need for English language skills has ______ countless English-teaching programs. 

( given rise to   opposed to   in favor of    got lit up) 
13. When early humans hunted and gathered food, they were not ______ their environment. They could only interact with their 

surroundings as lower organisms did.  
(  living on   dependent on   in harmony with   in control of) 

14. Kevin burst into tears ______ because his teacher punished him in front of the whole class. 
(  on the side   on the spot   on any account   on the mark) 

15. The airports and train stations are ______ passengers during seasonal holidays. 
(  mobbed with   run over   held on   restrained from) 

II. Sentence Structures: Choose the most suitable answer. 
16. Alice hid behind a big plant to keep herself ______ being run over.     

(  for   from   in   out) 
17. The children swam ______ the river and reached the other side of it. 

(  through   along   across   over) 
18. I reflected deeply ______ the adventures in the jungle and in turn succeeded in making my first drawing with a color pencil. 

(  at   for   upon   to) 
19. You can’t travel abroad ______ you have a passport. 

(  if   unless   but   by which) 
20. Tom or I ______ right.    (  are   is   am   be) 
21. Smell is the only sensory system to directly project into the limbic system, _____ it perhaps our most basic, primitive sense.  

(  and makes   makes   making   to make) 
22. The students ______ for recess since ten in the morning and will be back in the afternoon. 

(  have gone   has gone   had gone   having gone) 



23. Another thing ______ Lincoln was famous was his love of jokes. 
(  by which   at which   for which   on which) 

24. A portion of the world’s population is overfed, ______ most people are underfed. 
(  if   since   whereas   once) 

25. No questions were ______ Sara.     
(  asked of   asking   asked   asked to) 

III. Error Correction: Identify the one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected or rewritten. 
26. The  charges for  parking here are  based by a fixed  monthly rate.  
27. If you  are interesting, please  e-mail me back. I have to give my mom  a list of people who want to go to the exhibition 

 by this Thursday.     
28.  It is Morgan’s parents  who can  advice that he  change his job.  
29.  The free vacation trip,  which they won  in a lottery,  include a week in Tokyo. 
30. Baseball is one of the most widely watched and played  sport in the world,  ranking with football and basketball  in 

terms of the number of countries  in which it is played and the number of people who take part in the game. 
31.  Every afternoon,  as they were coming from school, the children  used to  going and playing in the Giant’s garden.     
32.  In nature, the  distributive of plants is  obviously related  to climate. 
33.  A visit to New York is not complete  without going to the Empire State Building.  Build in 1931, it was the tallest 

building on Earth  for 41 years.          
34.  Last night the barking dog  in the yard  it awoke the  sleeping children. 
35. Facebook  was begun only four years ago in 2004.  Yet it is already one of  the most popular sites  on the Internet. 

IV. Reading Cloze 
Part A. In the past, men   36   the field of laws in Asia.   37  , however, more women have been entering the profession. 
According to a survey of Asian universities, 31 percent of students   38   in law courses last year were women, compared 
to 15 percent ten years ago. Department of Justice in Taiwan employs over fifty women prosecutors,   39   is Wen-Cho Lin, 
who describes herself as having “an analytic mind and a strong interest in all aspects of laws.” She is a senior prosecutor now 
in her 12th year at the Department of Justice. She is confident that aspiring women prosecutors can look forward to   40   
careers. 

36.  are dominating  dominated    have dominated    dominate 
37.  Recently    Locally     Historically     Consequently 
38.  attended    took      chose      enrolled    
39.  whom    that      among whom     who    
40.  rewarding    reward     be rewarded     have rewarded 

Part B. “Nowhere is perfect,” sighed the fox. Presently, he returned to his theme. “My life is   41  . I hunt chickens and 
men hunt me. All chickens are alike and all men are alike. So I get a little   42  . But if you tame me, my life will be full of 
  43  . I shall recognize the sound of a step different from all others. The other steps send my hurrying underground. Yours 
will call me out of my burrow like the sound of   44  . And look yonder! Do you see the cornfield? I do not eat bread. 
Wheat is of no use to me. Those cornfields don’t remind me of anything. And I find that rather sad! But you have hair the 
color of   45  . So it will be marvelous when you have tamed me. Wheat, which is also golden, will remind me of you. And 
I shall love the sound of the wind in the wheat…”      
  The fox became silent and   46   for a long time at the little prince. 
  “I beg   47   you…tame me!” he said. 
  “Willingly,” the little prince   48  , “but I haven’t got   49   time. I have friends to discover and a lot of things to 
understand.” 
  “One can   50   understand the things one tames,” said the fox…. 

41.  alike    just    monotonous   fun 
42.  bored   boring  excited    exciting   
43.  time    food    tender    sunshine  
44.  music   bread   butterfly   rainy   
45.  golden   gold    silver    black 
46.  saw   gazed    found     urged  
47.  on    from   of     into  
48.  replied  thought   talked    told  
49.  very    many   much    some  
50.  mere    only    simple    to 


